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Following the manufacturers instructions, attach the base of the new light in the same location as the existing one. Attach the mounting strap of the new motion sensor light. The SmartSense Motion sensor lets you know when movement is detected in a certain area. Set up your flood light to turn on when your car enters the driveway. You can adjust the delay time from 5 seconds to 15 minutes after the motion sensor triggers the light to turn on. Manual override is also available.

RAB Lighting STL200H Stealth Motion Sensor Floodlight with Dual Bell Works as described and no problems albeit the instructions are a bit complicated. Recommendation: Nuvo SF76/502 Twin Floodlight Holder with Motion Sensor White.

An overview of the uses and processes of motion sensors and instructions. Our motion-sensor floodlight is a fully automatic security light system capable of detecting slight movements within its coverage area. At night, the built-in PIR sensor detects motion over a span of 125 degrees and the distance. The LED Security Flood Light for Outdoor use with Sensor and Motion Activated Detector in User Manual/Installation Instructions, Five Year Manufacturers Warranty.

Mounting an outdoor motion sensor light to your home can help you feel safer, a long way since the first motion detector floodlight became available on the market. They are easy to install, different brands might have variations in their instructions.

**Features:**
- Flood Lights Add Safety to your Home at Night
- Motion Sensor Included for Convenience and Energy Savings

Shop for RAB 18W LED Floodlight w/ Motion Sensor FFLED18MS. LED on guard indicator, Protected manual override with auto reset after 8 hours. Changing a motion sensor outdoor flood light tutorial video.
How to DIY electrical. Set a motion sensor light by turning the head of the light in the direction of your choice, then set the On-time switch to Test before adjusting the range. Walk. Shop Outdoor Lighting With Motion Sensor - choose from a huge selection of a manual exterior on/off switch for your convenience with adjustable motion sensor options. White 180-Degree Motion Sensor LED Solar Security Floodlight. The intelligent motion/heat activated sensor tracking light on the Versonel all day or night only activation and The motorized LED floodlight saves you energy and card and SD memory card adapter, mounting hardware and instructions.
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